WATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
there was first a hideous ordeal to be undergone. I had always done
my best to be friendly with the Japanese, and so far as the ladies were
concerned that in itself was a not unpleasant task, and the Japanese
determined to show their appreciation by arranging a series of farewell
parties of every description, from the highly respectable to the more
easy-going geisha entertainment, which meant mixing champagne
with vast quantities of the Japanese rice liqueur, saki. The Tokio
tennis tournament was just over, and one of my Japanese friends had
won the singles and an English business-man, Rice, and myself the
doubles. On some previous occasion I had been foolish enough to
tell stories of my days as a student at Bonn University and the "Beer-
Junges," or mammoth tankards of beer which one used to drink there.
At one of the more easy-going of the parties I was hoist by my own
petard in being challenged by the singles champion to see which of us
could empty the huge trophy-cup filled with champagne in the
shortest number of seconds. Now, fizzy champagne is a very different
thing from still beer, and the cup held just a bottle and a half. I man-
aged to get it down in, I think, 27 seconds, but I was beaten by my
Japanese opponent by a good two seconds!
The last entertainment of all took place at the International Club
and was presided over by Ginosuke Tanaka. I strongly suspected the
upshot and walked, or rather drank, very warily during dinner. Nor
was my instinct at fault. At the end of the dinner Tanaka said a few
words and ended up by stating that for twelve days they had been
trying to make me drunk and had completely failed, but for the honour
of the Club I could not be allowed to leave it sober that evening.
Consequently every guest present (there were about forty) was
requested to drink a full glass of champagne in my honour and I
would have to drink a full glass to each in return. A champagne
bottle holds about seven glasses! And so it was, though I lie to
record that at the end some of my hosts took pity and stood up two
at a time instead of singly. Still, I must at a minimum have drunk
about four full bottles straight off. Fortunately, I used to have a head
like a brick, which had stood me in good stead at some regimental mess
dinners in St. Petersburg, and after it all I was still able to stand up and
reply at, I was told later, considerable length. What I said was no-
body's business and nobody cared, but as I went on to a geisha party
when the proceedings broke up, I must have come out of it fairly well.
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